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Putting the fox in charge of the hen house?



Statutory regulation of alcohol in the UK

Like any other industry, UK alcohol producers cannot promote their products in ways that 
are:

• Misleading or dishonest

• Lewd (explicitly sexual) or obscene

• Racially abusive

Products cannot be sold to anyone who is:

• Under 18 years of age

• Already “drunk” 
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Self-regulation of alcohol in the UK



And a bit more statutory regulation



The Portman Group

• Established in 1989 by major drinks producers as an industry-wide corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) body

• Currently funded by 8 companies, whose sales make up more than 50% of the UK alcohol market:
• Anheuser-Busch InBev (AB InBev)
• Bacardi Brown-Forman
• Carlsberg
• Diageo
• Heineken
• Jägermeister
• Molson Coors
• Pernod-Ricard



How does the Portman Group regulate?

• Proactive – advising producers on packaging
• Retroactive – responding to complaints after products go on sale
• Complaints go to an Independent Complaints Panel
• Complaints are judged against the Code of Practice on the Naming, 

Packaging and Promotion of Alcoholic Drinks
• Retailer Alert Bulletins are issued – these can exclude a product from 

80% of the UK grocery market



Putting the fox in charge of the hen house?





What does the Code of Practice say?

“This Code seeks to ensure that alcohol is promoted in a socially responsible manner” 

Producers must not:

• Fail to make clear that a drink is alcoholic

• Overemphasise its intoxicating effects

• Link it with bravado, or violent, aggressive, dangerous or anti-social behaviour; with illegal drugs; or 

with sex

• Suggest the drink can lead to social success or popularity.

• Encourage consumers to drink rapidly or heavily

• Make a “particular appeal” to people under the age of 18

• Suggest that the drink can enhance mental or physical capabilities.



What did we do?

• Detailed analysis of 12 years of decisions 

by the Complaints Panel, made between 

January 2006 and December 2017: a total 

of 99 decisions

• We asked:
• How did the Panel use the Code to make 

decisions?

• Were the decisions consistent and fair?

• Were the decisions based on solid evidence?



Consistency and evidence base: 1 
• In 2004 the Panel noted that the brand name 

“Stiffy” was “commonly used slang for an erection” 
but decided it “not suggest an association with 
sexual success”

• In 2011, they ruled that “Stiffy” was “a common 
slang term for an erection” and “therefore 
suggested an association with sexual success”

• The reason for the change was “to be responsive to 
changes in the prevailing climate in society”

• The slang term “stiffy” was first recorded in English 
in 1827



Consistency and evidence base: 2
• In 2009, the Panel ruled that test tube shots 

promoted “a style of consumption that was 

unwise and which the Code was seeking to 

prevent”

• They said: “The whole idea of the product was to 

drive incremental consumption through an 

inappropriate drinking style”

• In 2010, the Panel ruled that such drinks were 

“highly likely” to be consumed “down-in-one” but 

said that they “did not breach the spirit of Code in 

terms of urging ‘down-in-one’ consumption”.



Consistency and evidence base: 2
• Research by a number of major drinks producers has 

identified that drinkers on a night out may reach a 

stage when they feel bloated by beer

• They may to stop drinking, or they can be persuaded 

to switch to spirits

• Consumption of a single test tube is unlikely to 

produce intoxication but it keeps customers drinking

• Shots may be promoted in bars by roving “shots 

girls” 

• One of the UK’s leading “shots girls” agencies say 

that they will “guarantee an uplift in incremental 

sales”



Consistency and evidence base: 3

“The Panel considered that there 

were no obvious similarities between 

the image used on the product and 

the pirate images commonly depicted 

in children’s stories, such as an eye 

patch or wooden leg, and recognised 

that the image was of in fact of a 17th 

Century Sea Captain and not a pirate”
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Consistency and evidence base: 3

• In a 2017 trademark dispute in Canada, 
Diageo defined their Captain Morgan 
character in court documents as wearing 
a “pirate’s hat” and a “nautical or pirate 
uniform”
• They argued that another rum producer 

was seeking to “trade upon Diageo’s 
goodwill and confuse consumers” by the 
use on its labels of “a young pirate-like 
character”
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Consistency and evidence base: 3

“The point here is not whether Captain Morgan is a 
pirate or not; rather that Diageo felt able to tell the 

Panel that Captain Morgan is not what much of their 
own marketing material suggests that he may well be – 

a pirate – and that the Panel took this at face value, 
apparently with little or no investigation”



Consistency and evidence base: 4

• Research by alcohol charities 
across the UK amongst underage 
drinkers from 2012 to 2015 
found that price and loyalty to 
major alcohol brands were the 
two major factors when under-
18s select alcoholic drinks
• Childish branding does not 

necessarily attract children



Consistency and evidence base: 5

• High strength
• Low prices
• Largely favoured by alcohol-

dependent drinkers
• Little demand amongst 

moderate drinkers
• Associated with harmful drinking
• Bad for the industry’s reputation



Consistency and evidence base: 5

• In 2015, the Panel decided to act against such products

• They commissioned a survey of more than 2,000 adults, 80% of whom 

“believed that a 500ml 9% ABV can was designed for the contents to 

be consumed by one person in one sitting”

• But, statistically, only 0.1% of the people surveyed were likely to be 

consumers of super-strength beers – they were guessing about other 

people’s drinking



Consistency and evidence base: 5

• The other test that the Panel applied was 

whether the container could be resealed – 

once opened,  a can can’t be closed

• The belief was that drinkers drank the 

whole can because they couldn’t close it 

again

• This may be true, but we don’t know

• Large bottles (up to 3 litres) of white cider 

are often consumed by dependent drinkers, 

and can be easily closed



Fundamental questions: follow the evidence

• If we can’t prove it’s helpful, 
should be we doing it?

• Welsh Government Principles of 
Prudent Healthcare (2015) 



Fundamental questions: be clear about 
purpose
• Is the Code based on a belief (or on evidence) that alcohol 

packaging can lead people to use alcohol in harmful way?

• Or is it simply meant to exclude from the market products 

that we find distasteful? 

• Is it an exercise in harm reduction, or reputation 

management?
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marketing mix



Fundamental questions: regulating the whole 
marketing mix
• In 2016, the Panel stated that it “could not find any reason why the 

James Bond brand would lead consumers to believe that the 
product may suggest an association with sexual success/activity”

• In 2015, Hans Erik Tuijt of Heineken stated that the sponsorship 
deal enabled the brewery to reach the men “who want to be 
Bond” and the women “who want to be with Bond”



Fundamental questions: accountability

• Current UK alcohol industry self-regulation lacks clear mechanisms of 
accountability
• Without such mechanisms there is no guarantee of impartial or 

effective regulation
• The Nolan Principles of Public Life (1995): holders of public office 

must not only be “accountable to the public for their decisions and 
actions” but must also “submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary 
to ensure this”
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Putting the fox in charge of the hen house?

• To question the alcohol industry’s 

competence to regulate itself is 

not to question its legitimacy as 

an industry

• The production, distribution and 

sale of alcohol is a long-

established, legal and socially-

accepted trade in the UK



Putting the fox in charge of the hen house?

• But, as Adam Smith noted in 1776, “to 

widen the market” is the natural aim of any 

ambitious seller

• Those with most invested in that market-

widening work are the least suitable to set 

limits on it

• Not because they are unscrupulous, but 

because they face a conflict of interest 

between effective regulation and maximum 

profitability.





Diolch am wrando – unrhyw gwestiynau?

Thank you for listening – any questions?

amisell@alcoholconcern.org.uk  

mailto:amisell@alcoholconcern.org.uk
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